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ABOUT THE BOOK
The automobile seems to be as popular now as it ever was. Posters of cars still adorn many a child’s bedroom wall, and school exercise books are full of doodles of cars. This new edition of a very popular book takes those notebook sketches and teaches you how to develop them into the car designs you see in magazines.
Using simple to follow step-by-step drawings it guides you from pencil sketch to marker rendering, from doodle to highly visual computer generated artwork.
Adrian Dewey has worked on designs as diverse as small sports cars to double decker buses, modified motors to concept Formula 1 cars, using various techniques and styles. In this book, he uses his knowledge of different styles to guide the reader in creating great artwork and designs of their own. The book shows in detail how to use different materials and how to get the most out of each one, whether it be a great pencil sketch or a photo realistic vector illustration.
The book also features an easy to follow index for quick reference on different types of drawing.
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BULLET POINTS
• Produce great car art and design
• Step-by-step guide to drawing in the style of professional design studios
• Covers all materials and methods
• Includes 'trade tips' on rendering images and showcase illustrations
• How to create and get the best out of your own designs
• Guides you from pencil sketch to marker rendering, from doodle to highly visual computer generated artwork
• New updated and revised edition 

–––––––ENDS–––––––


–––– NOTES TO EDITORS ––––


ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Adrian Dewey spent most of his childhood drawing cars. On leaving school he went on to study Product Design, and later Transport Design. He has taught presentation techniques and sold his artwork worldwide for a number of years.
Adrian has also designed concept cars for independent sports car companies, magazines and websites, as well as Formula 1 concept design work for books, and is a featured design expert on a marker pen suppliers’ website.
Place of birth:  • Hometown: Thurlby • Nearest city: Peterborough

View a promotional video on our YouTube channel at the following link: N/a


SPECIFICATION
V5015 • Paperback • 25x20.7cm • £19.99 • 128 pages • 195 pictures • ISBN: 978-1-787110-15-1 • UPC: 6-36847-01015-7

MORE INFORMATION
View sample pages and sample text on our website - http://www.veloce.co.uk or  01305 260068/e or info@veloce.co.uk

IMAGES
Front cover images in various resolutions are available from Veloce marketing@veloce.co.uk, or can be copied from our website - http://www.veloce.co.uk/newsletter/sellercovers/9781787110151.jpg

RETAIL SALES
Veloce books are stocked by (or can be ordered from) bookshops by quoting the correct ISBN number. We also take orders direct: telephone 01305 260068 (+44 1305 260068 from outside UK), fax 01305 250479 (+44 1305 250479 from outside UK) or e-mail sales@veloce.co.uk. Books can also be ordered on our website – http://www.veloce.co.uk
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